Comparing two distributions plays important role in many problems. The traditional minimum cost flow problem has been utilized as a distance measure between two distributions (transportation problem) such as the earth mover' distance (EMD). If the distributions have b number of bins, the cost matrix is b × b square matrix. While generic algorithms such as Simplex method to compute the EMD take too long for users to wait for the output, efficient algorithms are known for several special histogram types such as nominal Θ(b), ordinal Θ(b), modulo Θ(b 2 ). Here a variety of special classes of cost matrices such as star, linear, tree and ring cost matrices are formally defined and generalized and their respective efficient algorithms to compute the EMD are given. A pendant arc elimination algorithm is proposed to compute the EMD with a phylogenetic network in Θ(b). Algorithms to test whether a given cost matrix belongs to one of special classes of cost matrices are also described. Main contribution pertains to reducing the computational complexity of EMD by analyzing topological patterns in cost matrices.
Introduction
Comparing two distributions is of fundamental importance to many statistical pattern analysis problems such as classification, clustering, information retrieval, etc. There are a substantial number of distance/similarity measures between distributions encountered in many different fields such as anthropology, biology, chemistry, computer science, ecology, information theory, geology, mathematics, physics, psychology, statistics, etc (see [1, 2] for the exhaustive list of distance/similarity measures).
Among numerous distance measures, the Earth Mover's Distance, or EMD in short, has received great attention. It is the minimal amount of work that must be performed to transform one distribution into the other by moving distribution mass [3, 4] . Minimum difference of pair assignment (MDPA) [5] is a distance between sets of equal size and is equivalent to EMD. While computing the EMD between two distributions can be formulated as a transportation problem, the MDPA between two sets can be formulated as an assignment problem.
Let X be a set of n elements whose possible values are finite. A histogram H(X) of a set X represents the frequency of each value in N , an ordered list of bin names. Let b be the number of bins. The frequency value of the ith bin is denoted as H i (X). For examples in Fig. 1 , n = 10, b = 4, N = [A, C, G, T ], N 4 = T, H 2 (S) = 3, and H 1 (T ) = 1, etc. H(S) and H(T ) in Fig. 1 shall be used as illustrative examples throughout the rest of this paper. In EMD, source i = (1, 2, · · · , b) has a supply of H i (S) units to distribute to the destinations, and destination j = (1, 2, · · · , b) has a demand for H j (T ) units to be received from the sources. Let Z be the total distribution cost. Let x i,j and c i,j denote the number of units to be distributed and its cost from a source i to a destination j. Then the linear c 2012 JPRR. All rights reserved. Permissions to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use may be granted by JPRR provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, or to republish, requires a fee and/or special permission from JPRR. programming formulation of the EMD becomes the traditional transportation problem as in (1) . In order to have any feasible solutions, a necessary and sufficient condition for a transportation problem is [6] . Since histograms to be compared are of the same size, n, the feasible solutions property is met.
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In MDPA, each element in S = {s 1 , s 2 , · · · , s n } must be assigned to exactly one element in T = {t 1 , t 2 , · · · , t n } where the sum of 1:1 assignment costs is minimized. Then the linear programming formulation of the MDPA becomes the traditional assignment problem as in (2) .
M DP A(S, T ) = Minimize Z = n i=1 n j=1 c s i ,t j x s i ,t j subject to n j=1 x s i ,t j = 1, for i = 1, 2, · · · , n n i=1 x s i ,t j = 1, for j = 1, 2, · · · , n and 0 ≤ x s i ,t j ≤ 1, for all s i and s j The MDPA and EMD distances with three different cost matrices, C x , C y , and C z are computed using the traditional Simplex method [6, 7] and shown as bipartite graphs in Fig. 2 , respectively. The efficient algorithm to solve the EMD problem takes greater than O(b 3 ), super-cubic [3, 8, 9] . Hungarian method can solve the MDPA in O(n 3 ) [10] where n b typically. While most conventional distance or similarity measures between two distributions found in [2] take linear time, Θ(b), computing the EMD takes too long for users to wait for the output. When the cost matrix is generated using the city block L 1 distance, Ling and Okada empirically showed that their algorithm to compute EMD-L 1 has the average running time complexity of O(b 2 ) [8] . Yet, no sufficiently fast generic algorithm is known.
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Notwithstanding, there are special histogram types where the EMD can be computed very fast. The metric was originally called the edit distance [11, 12] or MDPA [5] . Θ(b), Θ(b), and O(b 2 ) efficient solutions for computing nominal, ordinal and modulo type histogram edit distances appear in [5, 11, 12, 13] . These special type histograms have respective special cost matrices. Fig. 3 shows previously studied classes of cost matrices with their EMD complexities [14] . Here different algorithms to compute the EMD for different special classes of cost matrices are proposed. First, nominal type cost matrices are generalized to star cost matrices. Next, ordinal and modulo cost matrices are extended to linear and ring cost matrices, respectively. It shall be shown that the class of tree cost matrices includes classes of star and linear cost matrices and presents a newly proposed Pendant Arc Elimination (PAE) algorithm to solve the EMD with a phylogeny network in linear time. Moreover, the problem of determining whether a given cost matrix is one of special classes of cost matrices whose linear or efficient algorithm is known is considered. If so, the respective efficient algorithm can be applied. Consider three cost matrices, C x , C y , and C z . The question is whether these cost matrices belong to any special classes of cost matrices. Respective algorithms to test special classes of given a cost matrix are also presented with their complexities. It shall be shown that these three cost matrices belong to special classes and EMD with them can be solved in Θ(b).
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2, explicit mathematical formulae for the EMD with star cost matrices are presented. Section 3 reviews and extends the linear cost matrix. A new Pendant Arc Elimination algorithm with a Phylogeny network is given in Section 4. Section 5 reviews and extends modulo cost matrices to ring cost matrices. Finally, section 6 concludes this work with summary and open problems.
Star Cost Matrix

Definitions
Consider a cost matrix whose diagonal cells have all 0's and all others have a constant value, c. Histograms with such a cost matrix were called nominal type histograms earlier [5, 14] but here these cost matrices shall be referred to as uniform entry or exit fee, or simply uniform cost matrices because it can be realized as a special transportation problem where toll booths are located at the entrance of cities as shown in Fig. 4a . EMD can be interpreted as toll minimization.
EMD with such cost matrices can be computed using the following eqn (3) [5] :
When c = 2, in particular, it is the city block L 1 distance as in (4)
When c = 1/n, it is equivalent to the Sørensen distance which is popular in ecology (5) [2] .
EMD with uniform entry or exit fee cost matrix can be expressed in terms of the intersection. When c = 1, the eqn (3) is equivalent to the eqn (6) and it is nothing but the size of nonintersection between two histograms.
Albeit uniform entry fee (7) and uniform exit fee cost matrix (8) are equivalent to the eqn (3), the equations can be expressed distinctively.
For example in Fig. 1 , only cells in H(S) which do not intersect with H(T ) , i.e., H(S) − min(H(S), H(T )), must pay the exit fees if the cost matrix is exit fee cost matrix in order to minimize the toll fee cost. Only cells in H(T ) which do not intersect with H(S) , i.e., H(T )−min(H(S), H(T )), must pay the entry fees if the cost matrix is entry fee cost matrix. Entry or exit fees may differ in different toll booths as shown in Fig. 4b . Let En and Ex be the vectors of entry and exit fees, respectively. Eqns (7) and (8) can be generalized to eqns (9) and (10) for the entry and exit fee cost matrices, respectively.
Proof: EMD with entry or exit fee cost matrices are asymmetric. For a counter example in Fig. 1 
When cost matrices are metric, EMD is guaranteed to be metric though. EMD in [3, 4] and Mallow's distances in [15] are metric because only the Minkowski, L p metric cost matrices such as Manhattan L 1 or Euclidean L 2 cost matrices were considered.
As pictured in Fig. 4c , toll booths may charge both entry and exit fees and let's denote such cost matrix as C star . To move from H i to H j , one must pay the exit fee at H i and the entry fee atH j .
Definition 4: C is a star cost matrix, C star iff c i,j = 0, if i = j Ex i + En j , otherwise .
e.g., Theorem 1: The eqn (11) correctly finds EMD(H(S), H(T ), C) if C is a star cost matrix.
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amount of masses must enter. Hence, at least Ex i × (H i (S) − min(H i (S), H i (T ))) must be collected as the exit fee and at least En i × (H i (T ) − min(H i (S), H i (T ))) must be collected as the entry fee for all H i 's. Thus, the eqn (11) is the minimum which satisfies the H(T ) demands. (12) can be derived from (11) .
The EMD with C en=ex in (12) is nothing but a weighted city block, L 1 distance.
So far, a cost matrix has been a hollow matrix, i.e., a b × b square matrix whose diagonal elements are all zeros. In other words, a cost matrix has the identity property. Here special cost matrices with non-zero diagonals are considered. Definition 6: C is a star cost matrix with minimum self costs, C starø if c i,j = Ex i + En j if i = j and c i,i ≤ c i,j &c j,i for all i's and j's.
e.g., EMDs with such cost matrices do not have the identity property (another counter example of the Fallacy 1). If one changes the diagonal elements of C starø to all zeros, then the cost matrix is a star cost matrix. If the self cost (diagonal, c i,i ) is the minimum, i.e., c i,i ≤ c i,j and c i,i ≤ c j,i for all is and js, then the EMD can be solved in linear time using the following equation (13) .
Non-overlaps in H(T ) must pay entry fee and non-overlaps in H(S) must pay exit fee. Moreover, overlaps between H(S) and H(T ) must pay minimum self costs.
Testing Star Cost Matrices
Testing whether a cost matrix, C is uniform is trivial by the definition 1. Since all elements in C must be tested, testing takes Θ(b 2 ). Let V t max and Hz max be vertical max and horizontal max vectors of C as in (14) . With V t max and Hz max as En and Ex, testing whether C is an entry fee or exit fee cost matrix can be trivially validated strictly by the 
Testing whether C has a min self cost can be done by V t min and Hz min ; C has min self cost if D = V t min = Hz min . Testing for the definitions 4 and 5 is not as simple as the others. Any cost matrix can be represented by a fully connected directed graph as shown in Fig. 6a . If the cost matrix is a star cost matrix, the fully connected directed graph can be reduced to the star topology shown in Fig. 6b . Hence, testing for the definition 4 is equivalent to finding two vectors, En and Ex and can be done using the Gauss Jordan elimination method (see [16] for the algorithm). C is a star cost matrix, C star if a system of b×(b−1) number of Ex i +En j = c i,j linear equations where i = j has a solution, e.g., the eqn (15) .
If there is a solution, values for b number of Ex i and b number of En j variables can be found. It takes O(b 4 ) to solve the (b 2 − b) × 2b linear system [16] and thus determining whether a cost matrix is the star cost matrix takes O(b 4 ). 8 For the earlier example of C star in the definition 4, the infinite number of solutions is found: 4, 5, 3, 4] ), etc.} results the same EMD value. To illustrate it, let's consider the examples in Fig. 1 into the eqn (11) 
Finally, C x is a star cost matrix with minimum self costs and thus can be solved using the formula in the eqn (13) in Θ(b); EM D(H(S), H(T ), C x ) = 11 + 12 = 23 as in Fig. 2a. 
Linear Cost Matrices
Preliminary
Suppose that bins N = [A, C, G, T ] have corresponding numeric values I ord1 = [2, 3, 4, 5], e.g., length of fishes. If I is ordered and increases linearly, then these histograms were referred to as univariate ordinal type histograms [5] . Definition 7: A histogram H is ordinal iff elements in I are scalar numeric values, I i ≤ I j if i < j, and c i,j = |I i − I j |.
Here, the cost matrix produced by the definition 7 is called a linear cost matrix because it can be realized as a special case where the cities lie on a line and toll booths are located between two cities as shown in Fig. 7 . Definition 8: C is a linear cost matrix,
Note that the first row of C lin can serve as I. Hence, testing whether a cost matrix, C is a linear cost matrix can be validated in Θ(b 2 ) by the definition 8.
Considering a histogram as a block world, the EMD is the minimum amount of necessary movements to build one source histogram to the other target histogram by moving blocks left or right only and can be computed in linear time Θ(b) [11] . The original formulae in [11] , which is equivalent to the distance between two cumulated sum histograms, is given in (16) .
It is calculated by taking the sum of absolute values of prefix sum of difference for each level as illustrated in Fig. 8 . The eqn (16) 
0 Prefix sum I = 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 Tolls
to 1, i.e., tolls are 1's. Let I be non-negative tolls where
So as to allow various fees, the eqn (16) is generalized to (17) .
Theorem 2: The algorithm 1, the eqn (17) correctly finds EM D(H(S), H(T ), C) if C is a linear cost matrix. Proof: A toll booth I i divides a histogram into left and right side histograms: 
is the minimum to satisfy the demands in H(T ) with given supplies in H(S).
Linear cost matrices have the following properties. Property 1: c i,j ≥ 0 (non-negativity). Property 2: c i,j = 0 if i = j (identity). Property 3: c i,j = c j,i (symmetry). Property 4: c i,k ≤ c i,j + c j,k (triangle inequality).
, the cost between A and T is exactly the sum of the cost between A and C and the cost between C and T . In other words, one has to pay the cumulative tolls along its way. 1,i) + c y(1,i) ) − (c x(1,j) + c y(1,j) ). If i < j, c z(i,j) = (c x(1,j) + c y(1,j) ) − (c x(1,i) + c y(1,i) ). Hence, c z(i,j) = |(c x(1,i) + c y(1,i) ) − (c x(1,j) + c y(1,j) 
There is a case such that c i,j = 0 even though i = j. e.g., C lin0 in Fig. 9a . Hence, EMD with C lin0 is pseudometric, e.g., EM D([0, n, 0, 0], [0, 0, n, 0], C lin0 ) = 0 (another example of Fallacy 1). If one changes the second condition in Definition 7 to (I i < I j if i < j), then the histogram is a strictly ordinal histogram and thus the cost matrix would be metric. Fig. 9 shows three non-metric cost matrices whose topology is still linear. First, without a single modification, the algorithm 1 can handle C lin0 in Fig. 9a . In this section, a couple of algorithms modified from the algorithm 1 to compute the EMD with a special non-metric cost matrix whose topology is linear. Consider a linear topology with the non identity property in Fig. 9b . EMDs with such cost matrices can be solved efficiently as long as the self costs (diagonals) are the minimum, i.e., c i,i ≤ c i,j and c i,i ≤ c j,i for all i's and j's, e.g., in Fig. 9b . Let's denote such cost matrix as C linø . Computing the EMD with C linø is not as trivial as with C starø in (13).
Non-metric Linear Cost Matrix
Let C lin8 be a linear cost matrix produced by I = [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8] . Fig. 10 shows some feasible solutions for Fig. 8 examples in bipartite graph matching. Although bipartite graphs are different, they are all valid feasible solutions and EM D(H(X), H(Y ), C lin8 ) is always 10. Suppose diagonals are not zeroes but ones, C lin8ø . Then the bipartite graph matching costs are different because of the different number of self matching as shown in Fig. 10 . Consider a supply mass in H 3 (X) which overlaps with a demand mass in H 3 (Y ). It can be assigned to one in a demand mass in H 3 (Y ) (Fig. 10a) or can be moved out to right and another mass coming in from the left can be assigned to the demand mass in H 3 (Y ) (Fig. 10c) . The latter is better because the mass does not have to pay the self cost at H 3 . The number of self costs must be minimized. Consider an asymmetric case in Fig. 9c . Just like an elevator, the cost in one direction may differ from the other direction. Hence, let's call such a cost matrix as an elevator cost matrix whose topology is still linear. Z += c i,i+1 × |prefixsum|; 7 else 8 Z += c i+1,i × |prefixsum|; 9 end 10 end 13 A proposed algorithm for a C elev also utilizes the moving plan M . If an arrow points to the right, i.e., M i is positive, the upper triangle of the cost matrix is used. If the arrow points to the left, i.e., M i is negative, the lower triangle of the cost matrix is used. Hence, simply replacing the line 5 in the Algorithm 1 with the conditional statement lines 5-9 in the Algorithm 3 allows the EMD with an elevator cost matrix, C elev computed in Θ(b). Fig. 11 illustrates the algorithm 3 and demonstrates a case where EMD is asymmetric. The simplex method's result in Fig. 2b surely matches with the result of the algorithm 3 in Fig. 11 . The correctness of the algorithm 3 can be proven trivially by the lemma 1 in the later section 4.
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Simply replacing the line 6 in the Algorithm 2 with the conditional statement lines 5-9 in the Algorithm 3 allows the EMD with an elevator cost matrix with minimum self costs, C elevø computed in Θ(b) as well.
Shuffled Linear Cost Matrix
Definition 10: C π is a shuffled cost matrix of C if N π is a permutation of N . Consider cost matrices C π1 , C π2 , and C π3 . They are not linear according to the definition 8 but they are indeed identical to the linear cost matrix, C lin2 in Fig. 7b, i. e., they have the same topology. These cost matrices are called shuffled-linear, Π(C lin2 ) = {C π1 , C π2 , C π3 , · · · }. If C lin2 is linear, EMD's with any C linπ ∈ Π(C lin2 ) can be also solved in linear time using the algorithm 1 if N linπ is properly sorted to N lin2 . Definition 11: C is a shuffled-linear cost matrix iff C ∈ Π(C lin ). return true if C s = C π , false otherwise.
Definition 12: C is a shuffled-linear cost matrix iff C s = C π . For the example of C w in the definition 5, the maximum value 7 is located at third and last rows. Since cost matrices are symmetric, two rows contain the maximum value. If cost matrices such as C lin0 in Fig. 9a violate the metric separation property, more than two rows may contain the maximum value. Whichever row with the maximum is chosen, the shuffled-linearity testing holds. If the third row, R m w = 6 5 0 7 , is selected, then 
Hence, C w is not shuffled-linear but a star cost matrix as we already know. For the example of C z in Fig. 2c , the maximum value 9 appears in the second and third rows. Let R s1 and R s2 be the sorted rows using the second and third rows which contain the maximum value, 9, respectively. The algorithm 4 finds that C z is shuffled-linear using either R s1 or R s2 . The new sorted histograms H s1 and H s2 have different orders though. Indeed, N s1 is the reverse order of N s2 and C s1 is the 180 rotated matrix of C s2 . As depicted in Fig. 12, H s1 and H s2 are mirror images to each other and ordinal. 
which equals to the simplex result shown in Fig. 2c .
The computational complexity for the Algorithm 4 is Θ(b 2 ) and shuffled elevator cost matrices can be also validated in the similar way if the upper and lower triangle cost matrices are handled separately. The phylogenetic network, N phy in the evolutionary biology [17] is a weighted tree without a root where entities (bins) lie on leaves as shown in Fig. 13 . Costs between two bins are the sum of weights of the shortest path, e.g., the cost between Gibbon and Chimp is 8 + 11 + 6 + 2 = 27. Building a cost matrix from a phylogenetic network is trivial. Definition 13: C is a tree cost matrix, C tree if there exists a corresponding phylogenetic network, N phy .
Tree Cost Matrix and PAE algorithm
The tree cost matrix in Fig. 13 does not fall into any aforementioned special classes of cost matrices, i.e., star or linear. Unfortunately, testing whether a given cost matrix is a tree cost matrix is a NP-hard problem because it is a well known fact that building a phylogenetic tree is a NP-hard problem [18, 19] ; there are a combinatorially large number of possible tree structures with unknown weights to be found.
So as to allow a tree cost matrix, C tree to be asymmetric, a phylogenetic network, N phy is treated as a directed graph but its topology is still a tree as shown in Fig. 14a . Note that star and linear topologies are special cases of tree topology as shown in Fig. 14b and 14c where the dashed lines represent zero weights. In a tree topology with b entities, there are up to b leaves, b − 2 internal nodes and 2b − 3 edges. Let a pendant arc be an edge whose one of its vertex is a leaf (pendant node) in a tree topology, e.g., (A, a), (T, b), etc. but (a, b) is not a pendant arc because neither a or b vertice is a leaf node in Fig. 14a . 
Pendant Arc Elimination Algorithm
Suppose one wish to compute the EMD between distributions whose phylogenetic network is known. Note that the algorithm takes a phylogenetic network or tree as an input whereas algorithms in the previous sections take a cost matrix as an input to compute the EMD between distributions. Before embarking on the proposed algorithm, it is necessary to define the EMD in terms of the network rather than the cost matrix. Let e i and cost(e i ) be an edge in N phy and the necessary minimum cost on e i when transporting masses in N phy (S) to N phy (T ). (a, b) . Precisely, m extra amount of masses pass the arc (a, b) and m amount of masses must pass the other arc (b, a) in order to meet the demand. However, the total cost is not minimum because w a,b × m + w b,a × m can be further reduced. Hence, Lemma 1 is true by contradiction. Hence, cost(e i ) can be defined as in (19) . For example in Fig. 15a , the arc (a, b) divides the network into two sub networks and merged histograms are shown in Fig. 15b. cost(a, b) can be found as if they are ordinal histograms in section III; fee(a, b) = |55 − 60| × 38.5 = 192.5. The same reasoning can be applied to all other edges as shown in Fig. 16b. Fig. 16a shows the bipartite graph result using the simplex method.
Based on Lemma 1, an algorithm called Pendant Arc Elimination, or PAE in short, to compute the EMD with a phylogenetic network is designed. The algorithm involves performing a sequence of two operations: 1) mutating the pendant node and 2) merging the pendant node. First, the mutating a pendant node operation as illustrated in Fig. 17a with a pseudo code is used when the adjacent node to a pendant node P is an internal node, a, not another entity (bin). Let w P,a and w a,P be two directional costs of the pendant arc, (P, a). If symmetric, w P,a = w a,P .
Next, merging a pendant node operation as depicted in Fig. 17b with a pseudo code is used when the adjacent node to a pendant node P is another entity (bin), Q. Let w P,Q and w Q,P be two directional costs of the pendant arc, (P, Q). If symmetric, w P,Q = w Q,P .
To illustrate the PAE algorithm, consider the phylogenetic network in Fig. 13 and two distributions, H(X) and H(Y ) in Fig. 18a . There are five pendant arcs. Suppose that a pendant node 'Gibbon' is selected. H Gb (X) and H Gb (Y ) have 2 and 1, respectively. One gibbon in H Gb (X) should be assigned to H Gb (Y ) as they overlap each other and the other one gibbon must pay the w P,a = 8 fee to be mutated into 'Gibbon a '. As a result of the mutate operation, an updated phylogenetic network and two updated distributions, H 1 (X) and H 1 (Y ) are shown in Fig. 18b .
Next, if the pendant node 'Orang' is selected, Fig. 18c is the result and next if the pendant node 'Gorilla' is selected, Fig. 18d is the result and there are only two pendant arcs left. If the pendant node 'Bovine' is selected, it is merged with 'Gibbon a ' and two bovines in H B (X) should be assigned to H B (Y ) with zero costs and the other one gibbon must pay the w B,Gb a = 45 fee to merge them. As a result, a new entity called 'Bov+Gib a ' is inserted into the histogram after removing two bins 'Bov' and 'Gib a ' from the histogram as shown in Fig. 18e . When there is no more pendant arc as in Fig. 18h , the algorithm stops and adds all costs: 8 + 14 + 5 + 45 + 22 + 0 + 2 = 96. Hence, EMD(H(X), H(Y ), N phy ) = 96.
H a P (X) = 0; 9 end 10 Eliminate the node P from N phy 11 Change a to P a node in N phy 12 Replace H P with H a P to the histograms Operation 2: z = merge(P, Q)
end 10 Merge P and Q to P + Q' node to N phy 11 Remove H P and H Q from the histograms 12 Add H P +Q to the histograms The PAE algorithm can start with any pendant node and adds the cost to meet the definition 14. The order of the pendant node can be selected randomly in the PAE algorithm and the result is always the same. Since there are up to 2b − 1 number of edges to be eliminated, the computational complexity of the PAE algorithm is clearly linear, Θ(b). EMDs with star, linear and elevator cost matrices can be computed by the PAE algorithm as well.
Ring Cost matrix
The concept of computing the EMD between modulo histograms had been considered with a O(b 2 ) time complexity algorithm [5, 13] . Modulo histograms are similar to ordinal histograms but the first and last cities are connected with an additional toll booth I b as shown in Fig. 19 . Here modulo histograms are called ring histograms so as to be consistent with the network topology terminology. Let α be the total sum of toll fees of every toll booth. Definition 16: C is a ring cost matrix, C ring iff
While blocks were allowed to move left or right only in ordinal histograms, they can move clockwise or counter clockwise in ring histograms. The same histograms H(X) and H(Y ) in 
Conclusions
This article built the edifice of classes of special cost matrices as shown in Fig. 21 . In essence, four basic topology types, star, linear, tree, and ring were considered. Different methods to compute the EMD were suggested for different classes of cost matrices. Albeit the pendant arc elimination algorithm can solve the EMD problem with all sub-classes of the tree cost matrix in Fig. 21a , explicit formulae are given for its sub-classes in Table 1 . This paper also considered the problem of identifying types of cost matrices. When only the cost matrix is given without or with little information about how the cost is defined, identifying classes of cost matrices is important so that the respective efficient algorithm or explicit formula can be applied. Table 1 summarizes computational complexities for testing special cost matrices as well.
The concept of shuffled cost matrices is important not only for linear but also ring cost matrices. If identified as either shuffled linear or ring cost matrix, histograms can be rearranged so that the efficient algorithm can be applied. Identifying whether a given C is shuffled-ring, Π(C ring ) is left as an open problem.
Non-metric cost matrices were also considered. Asymmetric cost matrices such as star, elevator, and tree were considered because most biochemical reactions are asymmetric. Moreover, cost matrices with minimum self costs were also discussed because there are average distances between and within species in evolutionary biology. However, a tree cost matrix with minimum self costs, C treeø is left as another open problem. PAE algorithm only covered a tree cost matrix with zero diagonal. It is the author's conjecture that there is a linear time algorithm to compute the EMD with a tree cost matrix with minimum self costs, C treeø . Analyzing cost matrices in the real world applications such as bio-informatics and chemistry is future works. Discovering new types of cost matrices with efficient algorithms to compute EMD is also an open and challenging problem. Fig. 22 shows special network topologies. Every cost matrix belongs to (a) the fully connected topology. Generic algorithms such as Simplex method can solve any cost matrix but takes too long time. This article suggested different methods for different topologies and covered cost matrices in (b) star, (c) linear, (d) tree, and (e) ring topologies. EMDs in [3, 4, 8] is indeed only with topologies (c), (g), and (h) and metric cost matrices. Analyzing other special topologies for computing EMD is another challenging problem. Famous conventional measures between two distributions such as city block, Sørensen and weighted city block distances were identified as special cases of the EMD with a star topology. Consider the most famous Euclidean L 2 distance in (20).
It can be also expressed as a cost minimizing problem with the uniform cost matrix, C uni where c = 2 by replacing the objective function in (1) with the following equation (21).
It is no longer linear optimization but non-linear optimization problem. Yet, the underlying nature of the cost matrix is the star topology. Superiority of the EMD over other conventional measures, which appear in [5] like Euclidean L 2 , City block L 1 , KL divergence, etc., had been compared experimentally [3, 4, 5, 8] or by human subject survey [13] and argued with various reasons; "Conventional measures are bin to bin matching" [3, 4, 8] , "They do not consider the type of measurement" [5] , "They have the shuffling invariant property" [5] , etc. The reason for the superiority can be stated as follows though; EMD takes the underlying topology of the cost matrix into account whereas other measures in [2] assume that levels have the star topology. Even with optimal weights, weighted L 1 or weighted L 2 cannot perform better than EMD if the true underlying topology of the cost matrix is not a star topology.
